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The Many Benefits of Connection
The IMSH 2022 Planning Team
welcomes attendees to another
day of opportunities and possibilities.
Companies representing
Building on yesterday’s theme
eight countries - Australia,
of Reunite, Komal Bajaj, MD, MSCanada, Germany, Lithuania,
HPEd, Melissa Leal, EdD, MSN,
the Netherlands, Russia,
RN, CHSE, and Melissa Lowther,
the United Kingdom, and the
BS, CHSOS, are shifting the meetUnited States – are among
ing focus on the need to Connect
the 88 exhibitors.
across the broad medical simulation community.
“The theme reflects the fact that we want researchers, or whoever,” Lowther agreed.
to connect with each other,” explained Leal. “However, although we’ve been doing our best,
“Being on Zoom or other remote teleconfer- there is no true substitute for that face-to-face
encing is certainly beneficial, but it’s not what connection. The vibe that we get from being
we need as far as connection. We need to get with each other in person is just so very differtogether at IMSH and be able to network with ent. And not only that, but to be able to connect
people that we haven’t been able to see for with so many people at one time, rather than
the past two years. I believe that’s essential trying to figure out how we can do that with
all these sort of individual, virtual meetings,
in our field.”
She added, “Also, as we indicated with our is wonderful. We are really able to ‘fill up our
initial Reunite theme, we want to connect with cups’ at this meeting in ways that we have
our supporting vendors and be able to see not really been able to for the last two years.
what they’ve been developing for us for the I think that is really important.”
past two years. Right now all we’ve been able
Characterizing medical simulation as “a
to do is to see products over Zoom meetings, community that thrives upon each other in
or webinars, or events where we can’t really many ways,” she added, “We share a lot. We
reach out and touch something. So it’s going look at what others are doing that we might
to be really nice to connect with vendors to see be able to implement, or perhaps we’re doing
what’s available to support the advancement something that could help someone else. Or,
of simulation in healthcare.”
possibly, we get together and we have an
“We’ve been doing our best to maintain our entirely new idea.”
relationships with the greater simulation comLowther was quick to express that the
munity, whether it’s simulationists, vendors,
continued on page 5
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PRESIDENT-ELECT’S MESSAGE

Play Connect 4 for a Winning IMSH Experience
Usually a cliché, the ability to connect in person at a conference or event - and learn from those opportunities,
more importantly - is a key reason why IMSH 2022 moved
ahead as originally planned.
It is so critical for us to keep healthcare training a
Have those moments of
priority for the sake of our patients’ quality of care and
crucial, personal intersafety. We in healthcare simulation are essential staff and
provide necessary training to support our front-line staff
actions that we all have
and future clinical workforce. Training is a must-have and
come to realize – after
not a “nice-to-have.”
That sentiment - that healthcare simulation should
two years – can’t be
be and is a core tenet of quality patient care - has long
replaced digitally.”
been championed by the simulation community. So, it
seems fitting that IMSH 2022 - our hallmark, champion
—Haru Okuda
event - provides us the opportunity to show the healthcare
industry, and general public, how we all can meet safely.
We are able to do so thanks to the SSH Board of Directors, volunteer leaders, and SSH Staff - all of whom have
considered and taken every precaution asked, plus some,
in order to make sure we all can connect.
Because of those efforts, in we can bring our increased knowledge back to our own organizations
this moment, we have a fan- for the sake of patient safety and future innovation.
That is especially true in times like these.
tastic opportunity to connect,
learn, and grow in our roles.
Share ideas. Form or deepen key relationships. Find that mentor or
IMSH Daily is published live at IMSH 2022
Having the chance to con- mentee who, very literally, can change your career. Have those moments
by Tradeshow Media Partners in partnership with SSH and IMSH.
nect with so many of you this of crucial, personal interactions that we all have come to realize – after
week has greatly reinforced a two years – can’t be replaced digitally.
facebook.com/ssih.org
thought I had leading into IMSH
So, for you, as an attendee at IMSH 2022, I would like for you to
@IMSHdaily hashtag #IMSH2022
2022. It was and is a perfect play a game you likely haven’t played for years. Play Connect 4! But,
society_for_simulation
time for healthcare simula- instead of stacking checkers, stack connections. Take time to meet
tion professionals to attend in and connect with:
Linkedin.com/company/society-forsimulation-in-healthcare-sshorder to learn from each other 1. An attendee you know – catch up!
society_for_simulation
about best practices in health- 2. An attendee you don’t know – form a new connection!
Editor: Scott Gourley
care education and training so 3. A company you have never visited with before – form a new business
imshdaily@tsmpartners.com
relationship!
Associate Editor:
4. An SSH staff person – disGalia (Gail) Gourley, RN, BSN
cover a new group or new
imshdaily@tsmpartners.com
member benefit you might
Art Director: Kirk Fetzer
kirk@fetzergroup.com
not know you have available
Photographer: Ed Rieker/Rieker Media
to you.
riekermedia@gmail.com
Not if, but when you stack
Advertising Sales: Tom Reil
those four connections, I’m
tom@tsmpartners.com
confident your IMSH 2022
SSH/IMSH: Curtis Kitchen
experience will be a winner.
ckitchen@ssih.org
Please continue to have a
Publisher: Mark Larson
mark@tsmpartners.com
wonderful time here in Los
© Copyright 2022 by SSH/IMSH and
Angeles, and I’ll see you in a
Tradeshow Media Partners
session or in the hall.
—Haru Okuda, MD, FACEP,
FSSH, SSH President-Elect
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attendees from around
the world.
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Professional and Personal
Perspectives at Opening Plenary
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glimpse into issues ranging from his medical
background to the theme music that might be
used when he needs to take the stage.
His words were followed by a more somber personal perspective focused on Dr.
Sunday afternoon’s opening plenary session provided IMSH 2022 attendees
Chad Epps. Following a personal introduction
with professional updates and perspectives on a spectrum of recent accomby Jarrod Young, MBA, BSE, CHSOS-A, the
plishments as well as upcoming organizational goals.
retrospective included a video on his life that
with this week’s “SimVentors” activities.
helped to introduce the inaugural edition of his
They were followed by Lynn Welch, repre- namesake presentation.
senting Presidential Sponsor EMS Simulation,
As speaker for the Chad Epps Inaugural
who introduced SSH President Juli Maxworthy. Lecture, Paul E. Phrampus, MD, CPE, offered a
Maxworthy began by thanking outgoing range of his personal simulation perspectives
members of the SSH Board of Directors while under the heading, “Saving Lives Systematiwelcoming incoming members Jayne Smitten, cally - Simulation as a Patient Safety Solution
Dawn Schocken, Jared Kutzin, Matthew Char- in Healthcare.”
netski, Michael Spooner, and Ryan Ribeira.
Dr. Phrampus is the Director of the WinShe followed the welcomes with a lively ter Institute for Simulation, Education and
2021 “Year in Review,” borrowing a descrip- Research (WISER). He is a Professor in the
tion from her predecessor, Bob Armstrong, Departments of Emergency Medicine and Anesthat parts of the year could best be described thesiology of the University of Pittsburgh School
as “a dumpster fire.”
of Medicine and is the MediDr. Paul E. Phrampus
The event, which was
However, in spite of the
cal Director of Patient Safety
also livestreamed to a virtual audience, myriad challenges, she
for the UPMC Health System
included the sharing of deeply personal per- was proud to credit the
which is headquartered in
spectives prefacing the Chad Epps Inaugural board with 2021 accom- I think simulation is
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.
Lecture (See p. 6-7).
plishments that included: something that needs to
“I want to thank you for
The event was opened by two of this year’s continuing to be the “go to”
being here,” Phrampus
be in the healthcare sysbegan. “I want to say that
IMSH Planning Team – Melissa Leal, EdD, organization for the latest
tem,
just
like
oxygen
flowsimulation is important. I
MSN, RN, CHSE, and Melissa Lowther, BS, COVID-19 resources; conCHSOS, – who presented a recorded video wel- ducting an extensive mem- ing through the pipes...
want to espouse the idea that
come from their third team member, Komal bership survery; society
We need to get there over simulation is not optional. I
Bajaj, MD, MS-HPEd.
growth to 5,300 members,
think simulation is some“Over the past year and a half, the SSH staff the highest in history and the next decade. And
thing that needs to be in the
and the planning team have worked very hard 1,000 more than one year part of how we do that
healthcare system, just like
to navigate the uncertainty we are all facing ago; establishing a Diveroxygen flowing through the
is through meetings like
and develop a true hybrid format for IMSH that sity Task Force; establishpipes. We need to get there.
showcases all the hard work each of you do ing a Health Equity Working this, where we’re compar- We need to get there over
the next decade. And part
each and every day to advance healthcare simu- Group; establishing a Living ing notes, brainstorming,
lation,” Bajaj said. “I’m recording this from New Archive of Healthcare Simuof how we do that is through
and working together...”
York. As a healthcare leader, I am unable to join lation Task Force; creation
meetings like this, where
we’re comparing notes,
you in person. Many others have also made this of the Chad Epps Scholardecision. And, while I will sorely miss seeing so ship Fund Task Force; announcement of a new brainstorming, and working together, whether
many friends and colleagues, I have no doubt three-tiered membership structure; and an we’re here in person or whether we’re online.
that I will make the best use of the virtual offer- SSH bylaws review and revision process.
Your participation in the simulation community
ings, whether now or later, to connect with folks
Significantly, she also reported that the is amazing. The barriers and obstacles that you
in different ways, and look forward to attending organization is in good financial health.
had to overcome to be here is incredible. And
Maxworthy followed her presentation with I’m very excited to see everyone.”
IMSH in person in the future.”
Leal and Lowther then provided status a video of Amanda Gorman’s new poem,
Throughout his presentation, he emphaupdates on a number of features at IMSH, “New Day’s Lyric,” which she characterized sized that simulation is not just about education, urging the community to become “a true
ranging from broad international attendance, as extremely timely and meaningful.
to special DEI presentations, to expanded netThe poem also helped to transition the partner in patient safety,” making simulation
plenary
to a more personal perspective, part of the broad solution and continuing to
working opportunities, to Technology Committee special projects, to hands-on opportunities with President-Elect Haru Okuda providing a tell the simulation story.
4
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The Many Benefits...continued from page 1
benefits of community connection extend well beyond medical simulation and underlying best practices.
“I think it’s important that there is not just an undertone, but a really
strategic and specific engagement of diversity, equity, and inclusion
(DEI),” she said. “Not all of the DEI that we have built in for IMSH 2022
is ultimately going to make it to the conference, because we have had
some folks who are not able to join us. But we really made a specific
effort to address diversity, equity, and inclusion in this conference; to
really think about the content of what we do.”
Expanding on the broad connection benefits for the future of medical
education, she observed, “What’s needed in the long term for our medical professionals is going to continue to change. So being able to make
sure that we’re staying on track with those things, really being able to
possibly get ahead of those things, and being able to do that together,
is going to be of huge benefit.”
Leal concurred, concluding, “Those connections with our fellow
simulationists help to reenergize us. I know that I’m not alone in feeling
like I’ve been moving through the status quo the last two years. But I
believe that the ability to be with others who help you get excited, and
reenergize your passion for simulation, is going to be very beneficial
for many of the attendees.”

Today at IMSH
TM

MONDAY: JANUARY 17

JANUARY 15 - 19, 2022 | LOS ANGELES, CA

PLENARY SESSION
The Lou Oberndorf Lecture on Innovation and Healthcare
Simulation presents Erica Dhawan: Get Big Things Done.
The Power of Connectional Intelligence
West Hall B – 8:30-9:45 am
IMSH EXPO
West Exhibit Hall A – 9:30 am-4:00 pm; Attendee lunch available
11:30 am-1:30 pm
SSH SimVentors: Technology Experiential Area
Petree Hall – 10:00-11:30 am; 1:30-2:30 pm; 3:00-4:30 pm
SSH Corporate Roundtable Learning Labs
Rooms 515A, 515B, 518 – 10:00-11:00 am; 1:30-2:30 pm; 3:00-4:00 pm
See the SSH Events App for schedule and topic updates.
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Remembering Dr. Chad Epps (1972 – 2020)
In a recently published group tribute to Dr. Chad Epps, several members of the
Society for Simulation in Healthcare expressed a community recognition of his
talents and abilities as an educator, mentor, collaborator, and friend. His 10
years of leadership across SSH, including serving as President in 2016, have
left an indelible mark across healthcare simulation.
In anticipation of Sunday’s inaugural Chad
Epps Lecture [see page 4], several SSH members shared their memories and thoughts
about a man that tribute called “a living presence” with an “exceptional legacy.”
Penni Watts, PhD, RN, CHSE-A, FSSH,
FAAN, Associate Professor and Director of
Clinical Simulation at University of Alabama
Birmingham (UAB) School of Nursing, offered
that she began working with Epps in the 20082009 timeframe, when he was an Associate
Professor at UAB.
“He was such a great person that he always
took time to help anyone,” she began. “It didn’t

matter who you were. He would take time out
of his schedule to spend time with you; to
teach you. He came in on weekends to teach
me about the manikins and about simulation.
He really encouraged and supported everyone,
no matter if you were a simulation person in
the sim lab, or if you were the head of a simulation organization in China or Japan. He was
always willing to help.“
In addition to his passion to mentor and
educate, Watts was quick to highlight his
“charismatic” and “very dynamic” personality.
“He was very engaging and very fun,” she
said. “He was just a nice guy, and I don’t know

Dr. Chad Epps
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that he ever met ‘a stranger.’ And I think a lot of his work reflected
that, involving little micro groups that would go to dinner or have a
meeting. He would help anyone with whatever. He had a vision for
simulation with a non-assuming leadership style. He could defend
his ideas, but he was never judgmental.”
“I wish I could be more like him,” she added. “I want to call him and
say, ‘I am so mad about something.’ And he would help me get over
that hump. He always had a way that was so genuine in everything
that he did.”
Jarrod Young, MBA, BSE, CHSOS-A, is currently Interim Co-Director and Simulation Operations Lead at The University of Tennessee
Health Science Center (UTHSC) Center for Healthcare Improvement
and Patient Simulation (CHIPS).
“I originally worked with Chad at the University of Alabama in
Birmingham for a year and a half and I saw that impact that he had. I
believed in his leadership style and his management style and experienced both in his role as mentor. In fact, I uprooted my life and
moved with him to the University of Tennessee Health Science Center
in Memphis when he took on that Executive Director role there and
began the CHIPS program.”
Young continued, “In every interaction that you had with Chad, you
could see the knowledge that he had and the skill with which he went
about educating the next wave of clinical practitioners. But then, when
you saw him outside of that role, he had such a humble nature. Even
though he was your boss or your director, he was just another person.
I think that’s what I really gravitated towards and what eventually led
to our friendship. He always made the mentoring very easy. It was just
like chatting with a brother or a friend.”
He added, “Both in Birmingham and in Memphis, he really made
it a point to reach out to me and serve in that mentor role. He really
helped to kickstart my career in healthcare simulation, and that’s
something that I’ll forever be grateful for.”
In addition to his personal and professional accomplishments,
Young said that Epps retained his primary focus on his family, observing, “We talked a lot about families. I have two kids now and he had
two daughters. And we talked a lot just about being a parent. He
really let people into his life, and I think this community is extremely
grateful to his wife and daughters for sharing their husband and their
father with us.”
“He was such a great family person,” echoed Teresa Britt, MSN,
RN, CHSE-A, who serves as Interim CHIPS Co-Director with Young.
“He might change some things on our calendars, saying, ‘Hey, my
daughter is getting an award this afternoon and I need to take off
to go see it,’ or ‘My kid is playing in a basketball game and I want to
leave early so I can attend.’ That might not seem like a great thing to
some, but it made me respect him even more.”
On a professional level, Britt pointed to his implementation of “a
flat hierarchy” with “amazing accessibility,” factors in a legacy that
she and Young are trying to continue at CHIPS.
“It’s going to be hard on our team at IMSH on Sunday,” she concluded.
“It’s really hard to suddenly lose somebody that was such a presence
in your life for many years. I’ll be honest with you. I’m kind of worried
that Sunday’s plenary is going to hit people harder than they think.”
The International Meeting on Simulation in Healthcare | January 17, 2022
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ECS Spotlights Burn Care Escharotomy VR Haptics Trainer
Engineering & Computer Simulations (ECS) [Booth 731] is utilizing IMSH 2022
to highlight its new Burn Care Escharotomy VR Haptics Trainer.
Developed as part of a Phase II Small Business Innovation Research (SBIR) project for
the Defense Health Agency, this project, titled
Advanced Haptics Development to Support
Medical Simulated Training Environments,
includes the design and development of haptics-based virtual reality (VR) training systems
to support combat medicine within the U.S.
Army’s Synthetic Training Environment and
allows for potential expansion to the broader
medical community.

successfully conducted a usability study at
Mayo Clinic Jacksonville for future research
and development and to capture feedback on
the technology and training approach based
on a prototype training scenario.
Within the scenario, users are presented
with a simulated burn patient, with which they
can directly interact to perform the escha-

quality of the training and the users’ retention. When applied in almost any medical scenario, this enhanced training can provide all
healthcare professionals – in the government
or industry sectors - with the tools they need
to potentially save more lives.”
“We’re excited to contribute to this body of
research related to human performance and
training effectiveness for both the military and
medical communities,” Taber echoed. “By collaborating with HaptX and Mayo Clinic, this type of

The integration with haptic devices offers a sense of
touch and natural interactions
within the immersive environment that strengthens the
quality of the training and the
users’ retention.”
Led by Shane Taber, ECS Vice President of
Operations in Orlando, Florida, the research
project has been designed as an extension
of Tactical Combat Casualty Care Simulation
(TC3Sim) and has been implemented using
the baseline of multimodal haptic-based VR
research scenarios including the application
of tourniquets and needle chest decompression interventions developed from TC3Sim.
This project features a multiplayer teleteaching capability for the synchronous training of
students while an instructor can be observing
and providing increasing levels of intervention
to guide students on the procedure. The system also supports a single player experience
for new users or those requiring refresher
training and includes a VR solution.
ECS partnered with California-based HaptX
Inc. to integrate that company’s DK2 haptic
glove system into the VR-based training scenario for escharotomy.
Upon completing development, the team
8

ECS brings their new Burn Care Escharotomy VR Haptics Trainer to IMSH 2022.
rotomy. Running in a VR scenario including
interaction with the patient’s
leg, marker, scalpel, iodine,
and cleaning pads, the trainee
completes the procedure, individually or with a live instructor’s assistance. Next, the
player may independently
review their overall performance, or while collaborating
with an instructor regarding feedback and areas
for improvement.
“We are proud to share this innovative
medical training at IMSH 2022,” said Waymon
Armstrong, ECS Chief Executive Officer. “The
integration with haptic devices offers a sense
of touch and natural interactions within the
immersive environment that strengthens the

January 17, 2022 | The International Meeting on Simulation in Healthcare

innovative work advances high-fidelity VR training
by combining the state-of-the-art hardware and
software solutions.”
In addition to the Burn Care Escharotomy VR
Haptics Trainer, ECS will be exhibiting its TC3Sim
Combat Application Tourniquet and Needle Chest
Decompression VR Haptics Trainer at IMSH.
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Orlando-based Vcom3D [Booth 700] is returning to IMSH 2022 with
a range of products focused on its Immersive Modular Patient Care
Team Trainer (IMPACTT). The Florida company recently announced the
launch of a new medical simulation product line – including IMPACTT
On-Site, IMPACTT Remote, and IMPACTT Anywhere team trainers – that
enables learners to train in-person and/or join training sessions from
remote locations using
their own computers.
According to Carol
Wideman, Chief Executive Officer of Vcom3D,
the company’s IMSH
demonstrations will include the company’s hemorrhage leg task trainer
integrated with the IMPACTT Team Trainer, allowing learners to treat
the virtual patient on IMPACTT and then apply a smart tourniquet to the
physical task trainer. In addition to the company’s task trainer, other task
trainers also can be used with the system.
Wideman said that the company had shown an early version of
IMPACTT at IMSH 2020, just before the pandemic, with that early design
creating a great deal of excitement with both potential resellers and possible early adopters. The last two years have been devoted to improving,
testing, and evaluating the design, preparing it for market.
She added that the IMPACTT design is different from others in that it
focuses on what some believe to be a training gap involving team train-

Vcom3D Returns
With IMPACTT

ing, which is important from both
a cognitive skill and collaborative
perspective. The system allows
interacting as a team with a virtual patient through a range of different medical equipment items.
The system can be established as
multidisciplinary, so that different
specialists can simulate the roles
that they would normally take.
The team trainers deliver
high-fidelity, low-bandwidth,
virtual simulations for medical teams training in austere to
definitive care environments. Over
150 interventions are available to
learners, with an instructor and
assessment tablet that automatically tracks team performance.
The IMPACTT On-Site team
trainer integrates Vcom3D’s Compact Core with a PC-based Virtual
Patient System and ten Android
tablets for learner participants,

Kitware can enhance the realism and efficacy of your
medical simulation tools through our advanced software.

Cardiovascular

medical equipment simulations,
lab reports, and instructor control
and assessment.
The IMPACTT Remote (Virtual)
team trainer links geographically
remote sites to train participants
as a team. The software application includes the same capabilities as the IMPACTT On-Site
system, but is PC based for all
participants.
The IMPACTT Anywhere
(Hybrid) team trainer enables
remote learners to participate in
training sessions on the IMPACTT
On-Site team trainer. For example, a remote learner may take
the role of respiratory technician
and treat the patient and interact
with the ventilator settings.
Wideman noted that the company will be prepared to take
orders for IMPACTT at IMSH 2022
with shipment projected in April.
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We are making simulation more
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Simulation Operations and Technology
Professionals are #MoreThanJustASimTech

Melissa Lowther, BS, CHSOS, SOTS Chair
The Simulation Operations and
Technology Section (SOTS) within
SSH is dedicated to the advancement and recognition of the
Simulation Operations Specialist
community. Operations Specialists contribute technical expertise
across multiple disciplines such
as audiovisual, simulators, and
healthcare equipment, as well as
providing expertise in scheduling,
policies and procedures, inventory
and asset management, and so
much more.
Reuniting with the healthcare
simulation community, SOTS celebrated Healthcare Simulation
Week 2021 with active contributions each day of the week. SOTS
Healthcare Simulation Week content included a SimSeries webinar

professional development panel, fessionals highlighting their back- hashtag and be 3”x1”. Submit
a video update on STORM [Simu- grounds, contributions, innova- designs by Friday, April 15, 2022
lation Technology and Operations tions, impact, and advice for other for full consideration. Use this
Resource Magazine], and results professionals.
Dropbox file request to submit a
from a survey with submissions
design: bit.ly/3EOsvs6.
• Suggest simulation operations
from a wide range of simulation- How can you get involved in
ists. The survey responses high- this project?
and technology professionals to
lighted the connection the simu- • Join our SOTS #MoreTh- be interviewed for written profiles
lation operations and technology anJustASimTech Workgroup to for the SOTS #MoreThanJustAprofession has with education. help with this project using this SimTech project. Who do you
Through collaboration and com- GoogleForm: bit.ly/3BFEhTS.
know in the simulation operations
munication, SOTS can partner • Submit a design for stickers community that you have always
with education to improve health- for our #MoreThanJustASim- wanted to know more about? Subcare simulation and patient safety. Tech project. We will select a mit names and contact informaFor 2022, SOTS will focus on design from the submissions to tion for potential profiles using
ways to advance the representa- have stickers made for SimOps this GoogleForm: bit.ly/3BMTX7Y.
tion of simulation operations and 2022. All designs should include
—SSH Simulation Operations
technology professionals. SOTS will the #MoreThanJustASimTech and Technology Section
approach this goal several ways:
• A social media campaign
focused on sharing ways memThank you to our sponsors for helping make
bers of the simulation operations
IMSH 2018 a success!
community are #MoreThanJustAThank
you
to
our
sponsors
for
helping
make
SimTech.
Thank you to our sponsors for help
IMSH 2018 a success!
• A public service announceIMSH 2018 a success!
ment video illustrating the ways
PRESIDENTIAL SPONSOR
simulation operations and technology professionals contribute
Platinum Level Sponsor
Gold Level Sponsor
to healthcare simulation, patient
safety, and better patient outcomes.
Level Sponsor
Gold Level Sponsor
• Written profilesPlatinum
of simulation
Platinum Level Sponsor
Gold L
operations and technology pro-

Thank You!

You to Our Thank
Sponsors Yo
ThankThank
You!

Monday Membership Special

Silver Level Sponsor
Surgical Science – Simbionix Products

This year we have rolled out our annual

IMSH Commemorative Coin!

Silver Level Sponsor

They are only available to IMSH attendees. You can purchase them
at the registration desk for $10. Quantities are limited.
And, all IMSH attendees can enter a drawing for the coins.
We will have 10 winners! Come to the registration desk and drop off your information. We will
draw at 3:00 pm on Monday and will notify the
winners either by text or through the mobile app.
Coins must be picked up on site.
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• Epic GamesSponsor
Gold of the 8th
Serious
Games
• UniversityAnnual
of Miami
Gordon
Center for
andand
Virtual
Environment
Simulation
Innovation
in Medical
EducationArcade
Gold and Showcase
• Take the Wind Gold
• Intelligent Ultrasound Silver
• Tactical Medical Solutions Silver
• 3B Scientific Silver
• UbiSim Silver
• Stealth Simulation Silver
• Center for Advanced Pediatric and
Perinatal Education (CAPE) Silver
• Intelligent Video Solutions Silver

Sponsor of the 8th
Annual Serious Games
and Virtual Environment
Arcade and Showcase

• SimulabSilver
Corporation
Silver
Level Sponsor
• Kyoto Kagaku America, Inc. Silver
• Virtual Heroes Division of ARA Silver
• iRIS Health Solutions Silver
• University of Alabama at Birmingham
Master of Science in Healthcare
Simulation Silver
• WISER Silver
• Paradigm Medical Systems Silver
• Oxford Medical Solutions Silver
• MedVision Silver
• HealthySimulation.com At Large
• Medical Shipment At Large

Spons
Annual
and Virtu
Arcade

Introducing HAL® S5301
Multidisciplinary.
Immersive.
Transformative.

Visit the Gaumard booth
for an exclusive first look.
Booth #311
January 15th – 19th, 2022

www.gaumard.com

Learn More

Worldwide: 305-971-3790
Toll-Free U.S. and Canada: 800-882-6655
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IMSH 2022 extends a warm welcome
to these first-time exhibitors:
BioDigital
Case Western Reserve
University HoloAnatomy®
Software
CyberPatient
Dr. Hologram
Engineering & Computer
Simulations, Inc. (ECS)
HumanX GmbH

IMSH 2022 Welcomes New Exhibitors
Don’t miss the IMSH 2022 EXPO, featuring the latest healthcare simulation products and technologies. Explore the vast range of displays,
demonstrations, hands-on opportunities, and Learning Labs.
The EXPO is open today from 9:30 am-4:00 pm and Tuesday from
9:30 am-2:00 pm. Complimentary lunch is available to IMSH attendees
in the exhibit hall each day from 11:30 am-1:30 pm.
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Lumeto
MedCognition, Inc

MedVR Education (ELearning
Design Center)
Recourse AI
safeMedicate
Sharp Vision Software
SimConverse
Strategic Operations
ADS, Inc.
Biomed Simulation, Inc.
Safeguard Medical

On Connecting
“Connect” is an essential verb
for simulationists.
My ability to connect with experts in simulation operations
supported a project I used as an exemplar on my CHSOS-A application. At IMSH 2019, I went to a course called “Does Simulation
Ever Fail?” which was an open discussion on education-focused
challenges in delivering effective simulation.
Afterward, I wanted to create a similar course for simulation
operations specialists. I shared my idea in the Simulation Operations and Technology Section (SOTS) SimConnect forum and found
four SOTS members to collaborate on this project: Amanda Carmack, Sean Cavanaugh, Melissa Lowther, and Jamie Stiner.
At a 2019 SimOps panel, we shared our simulation operationsfocused experiences with challenges in simulation delivery and
problem solving. While planning the panel, we identified that we
all follow similar problem-solving algorithms.
After SimOps, we created a Simulation Operations Problem
Solving Checklist to help both new and experienced simulationists effectively plan for and solve problems in simulation activity delivery. We’ve shared the checklist in a variety of formats at
simulation conferences since IMSH 2020.
It’s important to use opportunities, like an IMSH conference,
to network with peers and look for ways to advance healthcare
simulation. If I had not reached out to connect on simulation
problem-solving, I would not have been able to assemble the
phenomenal group of simulationists that collaborated to create
this helpful checklist.
Here’s a Bit.ly to the current version of the checklist; feel free to use
it for your simulation problem-solving needs: https://bit.ly/3kZ8DeI.
—By Amy Follmer, CHSOS-A, Zamierowski Institute for
Experiential Learning (ZIEL)

IMSHDAILY

hashtag #IMSH2022

NTSA EXTENDS CONGRATULATIONS

Welcome Back to IMSH in Person!
IMSH 2022 represents a
tremendous gathering
of the simulation and
training community that
James Robb
gives us the opportunity
to discuss and debate the future of simulation
in healthcare.
In the 10 years that I have been President
of the National Training and Simulation Association (NTSA), I have witnessed continuous
growth in the use of simulation in healthcare
training and execution. It is terrific, and SSH is
congratulated for leading the charge to bring
the benefits of using simulation in training
our medical workforce and improve hospital
operations to healthcare.
While America remains consumed with all
variants of COVID, the population continues
to ignore or be unaware of the fact that hundreds of thousands of people are dying each
year from preventable errors in the health-

care system. It is true that there are myriad
organizations and commissions working to
find solutions to this problem. However, in the
10 years that I have been aware of this crisis,
there has been very little statistical improvement in the situation.
The NTSA and SSH team, along with the
rest of the patient safety consortium, must
continue to push for awareness and action to
improve patient outcomes. As a key part of
that process, we are working closely with Bob
Armstrong, the previous President of SSH, to
build a team that will focus on informing and
encouraging Congress to take action.
In terms of live events, NTSA was able to
hold the Interservice/Industry Training, Simulation and Education Conference (I/ITSEC),
the world’s largest simulation and training
event, in person last December in Orlando.
The conference and exposition benefitted from
a significant representation of the medical

community, with many of the other areas that
were highlighted at I/ITSEC having relevance
to IMSH.
Representative examples included the
explosion of AR/VR and XR [augmented,
virtual, and extended reality] technologies
on the show floor. The fidelity of the goggle
devices has improved significantly and there
are now haptic gloves available that give you
a sense of feel in the immersive environment.
I understand that many of these capabilities
will also be exhibited at IMSH.
Another exciting arena is the development of the “Metaverse.” This is the next big
thing we see that will improve training for all
domains. The Metaverse is a digital world that
you can enter and experience, learn, and train
with almost no limits. Welcome to the world of
your digital twin. How do you think this might
be useful in healthcare?
I look forward to discussing these issues
and others with you. NTSA wishes you a tremendous conference and show.
—RADM James Robb, USN (Ret.), President, NTSA

CAE Product News and Updates
CAE Healthcare [Booth 101] recently launched a new online store for
their medical skills trainer lines, CAE Medicor and CAE Blue Phantom,
that offer hands-on tools for practicing a wide variety of clinical skills
and ultrasound procedures.
“We aimed to make our skills training tools easily accessible for our
customers, and the online shop has done just that,” said Heidi Wood,
President, CAE Healthcare. “The versatility of CAE Medicor and CAE Blue
Phantom makes these products excellent additions to any healthcare
training program.”
CAE Medicor boasts over 200 products featuring realistic, self-healing
MedicSkin designed for all levels of learners to practice a variety of clinical skills, including injections, catheterizations, wound care, and throat
swabs. Every Medicor product is durable, mold-resistant, and easy to
disinfect, making them ideal for repetitive use.
The CAE Blue Phantom line includes realistic ultrasound training
models designed to master interventional techniques. Blue Phantom
models are compatible with existing ultrasound equipment, making
training seamless and more efficient.
Additionally, CAE recently announced added features to their ultrasound training tool CAE Vimedix. The latest update to the easy-to-use,
high-fidelity ultrasound simulator features automated learning opportunities, new content, and virtual probes with interactive remote education.
“CAE Vimedix is the most comprehensive ultrasound trainer on the
market,” said Wood. “Vimedix offers one ultrasound platform to train in

different areas – cardiac, lung, abdominal
and OB/GYN – with
enhanced scanning
and visualizations.
Educators can now
expand their reach,
Blue Phantom Ultrasound Fast Trauma Training Model
using existing content
or creating their own
to build trainings and assessments directly in the simulator. Content can
be combined to create continuous curriculum modules. Students can
launch exercises any time and be assessed individually. New e-learning
content for FAST exams is also available, with eFAST exams able to be
sent directly to students.
The new update also allows educators to measure student success
with self-moderated learning. Enabled by next-generation performance
metrics, trainees can submit diagnoses and know the percentage of the
area they scanned correctly.
Other CAE updates include its newest addition to CAE LearningSpace
– Essentials Lite, a cloud-based version of the popular simulation management solution; and a recently announced partnership between CAE
and the British Columbia Institute of Technology to create exclusive digital
clinical courses featuring virtual simulations targeting specific medical
assessments and treatments, including coronavirus-specific content.
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Maintaining Connections
New Tools for a New Paradigm
Today we will focus on
how six Corporate Roundtable members – Limbs
& Things, Wallcur, Avkin,
Biomed Simulation,
Laerdal Medical, and CAE
Healthcare – have turned
to technological innovation to better connect with
the healthcare simulation
community and support the
community’s education and
training needs during these
unprecedented times.
We’ve learned from our past
what works and what does not
work. While the future is not yet
written, many organizations have
been focused on expanding avail-

they connected with attendees to
laugh and learn.
Similarly, over the past year
Wallcur [Booth 615] connected
with the healthcare simulation
community by partnering with
user groups and other vendors to
ensure that training needs were
met in real time. The company
was able to fast-track the creation
of two new simulated vaccines to
assist with vaccine training and
simulation. They also developed
hands-on tools for educators
and practitioners, giving them
the ability to re-familiarize themselves with giving injections and
vaccines.
The last two years have also
seen changes in learning and
competence assessment. To

...many organizations have been focused on
expanding available technology, connecting with
the community in person and virtually, sharing
tools with their learners, and helping grow the
healthcare simulation community as a whole.
able technology, connecting with
the community in person and
virtually, sharing tools with their
learners, and helping grow the
healthcare simulation community
as a whole.
Across the vendor community,
connecting is about ensuring that
the needs of learners and educators are met. For example, Limbs
& Things [Booth 503] participated
in two large, interprofessional
groups (novice to experts) in New
York hospitals. With more than
200 participants coming together
to learn, grow, and practice skills,
14

address these changes, Avkin
[Booth 713] connected with the
healthcare simulation community by offering live, screen-based
simulation for small groups. By
reflecting on the community’s
needs, Avkin also added diversity
product packages and is launching equity, inclusion, and marginalization education related to
women’s health at IMSH 2022.
Like Avkin’s focus on digital
education, Biomed Simulation
[Booth 1006] combined its new
3D user interface with its cloud
infrastructure. As a result, the

company has broadened access
to its educational offerings with
simulation training for all levels
of learners.
True to Laerdal’s [Booth 300]
approach, during 2020 the company focused on a key healthcare topic: the 20% driving 80%
of demand. In hospitals and EMS
that meant COVID-19; in nursing
schools, it meant the disruption
created by COVID-19. These challenges prompted the company to,
among other things, introduce
an economic ventilator system
early on to help meet the urgent
demand for ventilators. In 2021,
Laerdal saw new issues arise,
especially surrounding equitable care and patient safety. As a
result, the company focused its
efforts on the ASL5000 Lung Solution for realistic ventilator training and introduced free scenarios
and training, not only for the better care of COVID-19 patients, but
for the protection of hospital and
EMS staff.
Likewise, when COVID-19 first
appeared, CAE Healthcare [Booth
101] immediately began working
to address the community’s needs
by providing education, training,
and scenarios that
adapted to these
new challenges.
For example, the
company expanded
its offerings by partnering to deliver
adaptive education for mechanical ventilation.
More than 100,000 people have
now completed these modules,
and CAE Healthcare continues
to focus on connecting with the
healthcare simulation community
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It is exciting to see
how Corporate
Roundtable
members have shifted
in real time to meet
the needs of the
healthcare simulation
community.
by ensuring that adequate tools,
resources, and access to all levels of educators and learners are
available. In addition to introducing new in-person education, the
company has also developed digital education offerings. In 2021,
with the launch of the digital solutions platform Maestro Evolve, the
company ensured that educators
and learners have access to digital twins of equipment, providing
greater flexibility for learning.
It is exciting to see how Corporate Roundtable members have
shifted in real time to meet the
needs of the healthcare simulation community. Each Corporate
Roundtable member is connected
to the community in different
ways, and their contributions
have helped shape
future opportunities
and reshape education.
Together they are making the healthcare simulation industry a shining star during these
challenging times,
with innovative solutions that emphasize
and support healthcare safety.
Thank you for continuing to
connect and partner with us.
—By the SSH Corporate
Roundtable

Transform your program with EDUCATIONiQ™
Eliminate technology silos that block learner progress
Join us
at IMSH

Automate 360° comprehensive views of learner performance
and competencies across entire programs

#

Enable faculty and instructors to focus on what matters
most - enhanced student outcomes

BOOTH

403

Always stay up to date with the latest technology and security

A turnkey integrated platform supporting didactic, simulation
and clinical rotations – with a focus on learner competency and
curriculum management.
Learn how EDUCATIONiQ can transform your institution’s
education, assessment, simulation and curriculum management
at Booth #403
Not at IMSH? Call or email us to
arrange a free consultation:
1-877-EMS-5050
info@SIMULTAIONIQ.com

Find CAE
Healthcare at
Booth 101

Welcome back! Looking for learning platforms that can scale
and accelerate your learners’ education and training needs?
Our team of experts can help, with holistic, high-tech solutions like
LearningSpace and Maestro Evolve, both on display in our booth.

Monday, Jan. 17
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What high-tech Micr
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in augmented reality
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Elevate your training, teaching and assessment
solutions at caehealthcare.com
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